The students can check all the right answers on the next quiz: broken homes, school dropouts, faulty parent-images, poverty, gang traditions. But how much more meaningful it is to live through the experiences with Nick Romano; to feel the oppressiveness of social injustices; to hope for release from the slum, then to slip back; to know the crushing millstone of poverty; to be tethered to the dead weight of family and peer values; to sit in murderer's row awaiting execution. And then to be stood on a corner on Halsted Street by the author and to be asked whether you want to meet another Nick Romano. "Knock," he says, "on any door." It is as hopeless as that.
To secure maximum benefit from the vicarious participation of the student in social problems, we developed at Anderson College a new approach to social problems education. We reasoned that if we could lead the student to feel with his emotions the meaning of victimization we might make a more lasting and effective impact upon him. We discarded completely all our traditional academic reading and concentrated upon producing a forceful experience with strong emotional content. We want our students to regard Holden Caulfield (The Catcher in the Rye) as a friend and to identify with him.
Our Each student reads the book, preferably in one sitting the evening before it is discussed. A part of the class acts as a panel for the first part of the discussion, with time reserved for discussion by the total group. In addition to these twelve books, each student reads and writes a report on twelve others taken from our carefully selected list of about 300 suitable paperbacks. The instructor lectures on the subject at the beginning of each unit so that the class has some indispensable theoretical understanding of the problem before reading the novel. Panel and class discussions are guided by the instructor to be sure they do not bog down on nonessentials and that they do not miss touching on important points.
The new approach we are making is new, not in the use of fiction and biography, but in the way we use them. First, we use them exclusively, except for background lectures. Second, we frankly aim at emotionally-based experiences on the part of the students. We are happy with the results. We believe our alumni will benefit from having met Francie Nolan (A Tree Grows in Brooklyn) long after they have forgotten how to distinguish between endogamy and homogamy.
The greatest handicap is to keep the reading list up to date. Paperbound books go in and out of print like Yo-Yos, and some have as many as seventeen different publishers. It is a major task to keep the list reasonably fresh. It currently contains about 300 titles, and covers the major social problems of our day. As a service to our colleagues we will be glad to send a copy for what it costs us to put it in their hands (25? coin or stamps).* A selected list dealing with family-centered fiction or biography is offered below. Intended for the college and adult education level, many titles are suitable also for high school classes.** the beginning of each unit so that the class has some indispensable theoretical understanding of the problem before reading the novel. Panel and class discussions are guided by the instructor to be sure they do not bog down on nonessentials and that they do not miss touching on important points.
The greatest handicap is to keep the reading list up to date. Paperbound books go in and out of print like Yo-Yos, and some have as many as seventeen different publishers. It is a major task to keep the list reasonably fresh. It currently contains about 300 titles, and covers the major social problems of our day. As a service to our colleagues we will be glad to send a copy for what it costs us to put it in their hands (25? coin or stamps).* A selected list dealing with family-centered fiction or biography is offered below. Intended for the college and adult education level, many titles are suitable also for high school classes.** years and all over the world, elders have aided the socialization of their young by having the latter, as audience, witness performances of plays, each usually designed to teach some specific lesson about life. The Greeks were particularly noted for their use of dramas to prepare young people to see life as inevitably having some tragic meaning. What is relatively new and perhaps even unknown by many people working in the field of family life education is that plays, or more appropriately, family dramas, are excellent sources for teaching about almost all aspects of interpersonal relationships within the family. In fact, it is not far amiss to say that many of our better family dramatists merit the additional title, family life educator.
MAJOR FAMILY DRAMATISTS
Among those who deserve such recognition are Arthur Miller, Tennessee Williams, William Inge, Eugene O'Neill, and Frank D. Gilroy. These five men, prize winners all, have received great acclaim and justifiably so for having written deeply sensitive, insightful studies of family life. Each is gifted in being able to help the viewer or reader of his creative work understand some of the reasons why family members behave as they do. In some of their plays answers are provided to "burning" family issues; in others the play ends with certain family matters unresolved, questions are posed, and it is up to the reader or viewer to give thought and concern to possible answers. To view or read a family drama by one of these playwrights, or one written by many other excellent family dramatists, such as Henrik Ibsen, Lillian Hellman, and August Strindberg, is always another opportunity to strengthen one's ability to understand better the dynamics of family living.
WAYS OF USING FAMILY DRAMAS
The teacher of family relationships at any academic level, and this includes, of course, extension work, can use the creative efforts of the family dramatist in two ways-as supplementary material or as the only material used to help his students gain deeper and broader insights relating to the family.
As The family life educator should always "preview" the record first to be certain students' needs would be met by listening to it. Unfortunately, most of the records listed deal with rather sophisticated, sometimes psychoanalytic approaches to family study. This could restrict their usage in certain academic situations.
The recordings do tend to be somewhat expensive but when widely used by many people in a given community, the cost is less prohibitive. Special attention should be given to the use of records when students are slow learners or have serious reading problems.
An interesting technique to use with recordings is to avoid playing the last scene until students have had the chance to suggest how they think the play "should" end. If the play is read aloud by the teacher, the same approach can be used. 
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ready experiencing divorce, and that family discussion following the reading aloud proved most beneficial. The Gilroy play deals with the Clearys, an Irish-American family of three living in the Bronx. During a marriage of over twenty years, the parents have used their son as a pawn. Upon returning home from the army, the latter is determined that interpersonal relationships in his family must change and that he has to assume the initial responsibility to bring this about. Students have found it rewarding to read Harry Milt's Young Adults And Their Parents9 before listening to the play. While the Clearys are beset with many intrapersonal and interpersonal problems, there is no suggestion that they are deeply disturbed individuals. They must come to grips, though, with dependency and independency issues discussed so thoroughly by Milt. This drama is especially good in that the potential for growth is apparent. Those working with both young adults and those who would be in their parent generation can find much of value in this highly provocative family study.
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY*
The following annotated bibliography, however brief, illustrates the wide range of topics handled in over 20 plays dealing with family relationships. Written originally for either the stage or television, the plays are available in inexpensive paperback editions. This means it is often possible for teachers to encourage students to purchase their own copies. Even when this is not possible, the low cost should mean that the school library could provide several copies. 
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